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Digital Illustration Fundamentals: Vector, Raster, WaveForm, NewMedia with DICF, DAEF and ASNMFApress, 2015

	This concise book covers concepts central to digital illustration using the Inkscape 0.91 open source software package as well as the Adobe Illustrator Professional Illustration package. The book builds on the foundational concepts of vector graphics and the SVG format, and gets more advanced as chapters progress, covering what vector new...
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Learn PowerShell Toolmaking in a Month of LunchesManning Publications, 2012

	
		Summary

	
		Packed with hands-on labs to reinforce what you're learning, Learn PowerShell Toolmaking in a Month of Lunches is the best way to learn PowerShell scripting and toolmaking. Just set aside one hour a day—lunchtime would be perfect—for each self-contained lesson. You'll move quickly...
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Spring in ActionManning Publications, 2014

	
		Summary

	
		Spring in Action, Fourth Edition is a hands-on guide to the Spring Framework, updated for version 4. It covers the latest features, tools, and practices including Spring MVC, REST, Security, Web Flow, and more. You'll move between short snippets and an ongoing example as you learn to build...
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Play for Scala: Covers Play 2Manning Publications, 2013

	
		Summary

	
		Play for Scala shows you how to build Scala-based web applications using the Play 2 framework. This book starts by introducing Play through a comprehensive overview example. Then, you'll look at each facet of a typical Play application both by exploring simple code snippets and by adding to a...
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iOS 7 in ActionManning Publications, 2014

	
		Summary

	
		iOS 7 in Action is a detailed, hands-on guide that teaches you how to create amazing native iOS apps. You'll dive into key topics by exploring thoroughly explained real-world code examples you can expand and reuse. Learn about Collection Views, Storyboarding, Twitter & Facebook Integration,...
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CMIS and Apache Chemistry in ActionManning Publications, 2013

	
		Summary

	
		CMIS and Apache Chemistry in Action is a comprehensive guide to the CMIS standard and related ECM concepts, written by the authors of the standard. In it, you'll tackle hands-on examples for building applications on CMIS repositories from both the client and the server sides. You'll learn...
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PowerShell Deep DivesManning Publications, 2013

	
		Summary

	
		Here's your chance to learn from the best in the business. PowerShell Deep Dives is a trove of essential techniques, practical guidance, and the expert insights you earn only through years of experience. Editors Jeffery Hicks, Richard Siddaway, Oisin Grehan, and Aleksandar Nikolic hand-picked...
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Sass and Compass in ActionManning Publications, 2013

	
		Summary

	
		Sass and Compass in Action is the definitive guide to stylesheet authoring using these two revolutionary tools. Written for both designers and developers, this book demonstrates the power of both Sass and Compass through a series of examples that address common pain points associated with...
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C++ Concurrency in ActionManning Publications, 2019

	Summary

	

	This bestseller has been updated and revised to cover all the latest changes to C++ 14 and 17! C++ Concurrency in Action, Second Edition teaches you everything you need to write robust and elegant multithreaded applications in C++17.

	

	Purchase of the print book includes a free eBook in...
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Understanding Swift ProgrammingTenaya Creek Press, 2015

	Covers Swift 2

	Swift, Apple's new language for app development, has been widely praised for its clean, safe, and feature-rich design. The language is poised to quickly replace Objective-C for developing iOS apps.


	Swift is now the 14th most popular language (Objective-C is #18, having sunk like a stone from #3) as...
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Liferay in Action: The Official Guide to Liferay Portal DevelopmentManning Publications, 2011

	
		Summary

	
		Liferay in Action is a comprehensive and authoritative guide to building portals on the Liferay 6 platform. Fully supported and authorized by Liferay, this book guides you smoothly from your first exposure to Liferay through the crucial day-to-day tasks of building and maintaining an enterprise...
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Hadoop in PracticeManning Publications, 2012

	
		Summary

	
		Hadoop in Practice collects 85 Hadoop examples and presents them in a problem/solution format. Each technique addresses a specific task you'll face, like querying big data using Pig or writing a log file loader. You'll explore each problem step by step, learning both how to build and deploy...
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